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Product features
•
•
•
•

Easy to install – no complicated wiring required.
Low power consumption.
Light-up feature for the elderly or hard of hearing.
36 different tunes.

Installation
Method one: Double-sided tape
1. Locate the position you wish to mount the transmitter. Clean the area well
and allow to dry.
2. The back cover of the transmitter can be pried off using a small flat-head
screwdriver. Then peel off one of the protective coating sides of the
double-sided tape and apply it to the back of the transmitter.
3. Peel off the second protective coating to the double-sided tape and press
the unit against the surface until it is firmly attached.
4. Whenever you are opening the receiver, pay attention to not touch the
electronic components, and ensure that you pay attention to the battery
polarity so it is not inserted incorrectly.

Method two: Screw fixture (screws not included)
1. Locate the position you wish to mount the transmitter. Clean the area well
and allow it to dry. Please be aware of any electrical wiring or other
obstacles that may be inside the wall behind the location point.
2. The back cover of the transmitter can be pried off using a small flat-head
screwdriver.
3. Hold the back cover at the point you wish to mount the transmitter, then
using a screwdriver, drill screws through the holes in the cover, after which
the back should be firmly affixed to the wall.
4. Whenever you are opening the receiver, pay attention to not touch the
electronic components, and ensure that you pay attention to the battery
polarity so it is not inserted incorrectly.

Changing the musical tone
There is a button on the side of the receiver unit that can be used to cycle
through the doorbell's 36 different tunes.

Troubleshooting
Problem

Possible solution

Receiver isn't making a sound

Ensure that the doorbell and receiver
are within close distance to each other.
Check the orientation of the batteries in
both the transmitter and the receiver.
Replace the batteries as they may be
flat or faulty.

Batteries are fine, but there is still no
sound

Check to see if transmitter or receiver
are near metal or metal studs. Try
moving them away from metal objects.
Don't mount the receiver too close to
the ground, especially solid grounds
like concrete slabs.
Try different locations for the receiver,
and also try angling it towards the
transmitter in case the signal was being
deflected.

Safety Precautions
•
•
•

When choosing a location for the doorbell installation, it is important to
know what is behind the wall you are installing the device. Ensure there are
no power cables or gas/water pipes present.
If the device is not being used for an extended period of time, please
remove the batteries to avoid the risk of the batteries leaking.
Please keep devices out of prolonged exposure to water or direct sunlight.

